
NYU Statement of Intent to Collaborate updated April 2016 
  
The NYU Statement of Intent to Collaborate (SOI) is designed to document institutional authorization of 
collaborativeproposals and the commitments made therein. A completed SOI must accompany each proposal 
where NYU is collaborating with another entity. 
  
In collaborative proposals, NYU’s role is either as a) pass-through entity submitting the proposal to and 
accepting the award from the prime sponsor and issuing a subaward to the collaborator(s) to carry out a portion 
of the work, or b) subrecipient, where the collaborator is submitting the proposal to and accepting the award 
from the prime sponsor and issuing a subaward to NYU to carry out a portion of the work. 
  
When NYU is the pass-through entity, the SOI 
(http://www.nyu.edu/content/dam/nyu/research/documents/OSP/StatementofIntenttoCollaborate.pdf) is to 
be completed by the proposed subrecipient collaborator, and signed by that entity’s authorized organizational 
representative. When NYU is the subrecipient, the SOI is to be prepared by the school’s departmental 
administrator and signed by NYU’s Office of Sponsored Programs. 
  
Please contact your OSP Project Officer if you have any questions. 
  

NYU’s participation in the FDP Expanded Clearinghouse Pilot Phase I effective March 2016 

As a follow up to OSP’s communication in February, FDP has now launched the Pilot where forty (40) 
Participating Pilot Institutions (listed below and including NYU) agreed to forego use of their individual 
Subrecipient Commitment Forms (the portions that collect entity-based data/information) when issuing 
Subawards to other Participating Pilot Institutions in favor of accessing the posted entity profiles to obtain 
needed static/annual data from proposed subrecipients (demographic data, audit or financial questionnaire 
results, F&A rates, fringe benefit rates, PHS conflict of interest policy status, debarment and suspension status, 
and other reps and certifications). 

NYU’s entity profile is posted here 
(http://www.nyu.edu/content/dam/nyu/research/documents/OSP/NYUEntityProfile.pdf) and should serve as a 
helpful point of reference for pass-through entities proposing to include NYU as a subrecipient collaborator. As 
noted on our Statement of Intent to Collaborate (above), we kindly ask when NYU serves as the pass-through 
entity that proposed subrecipients provide us with a link to their entity profile information, or provide it if such 
information is not available via the web. 

On behalf of NYU and the FDP, we thank you for your help in facilitating OSP’s efforts to reduce administrative 
burden on our campus through participation in Phase 1 of this Pilot. Please feel free to contact us 
at osp.agency@nyu.edu if you have any questions or concerns. 
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